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Getting things done depends on your ability to influence others. Your boss needs to be persuaded to rethink timelines, or the revenue target he proposed. You wonder how to get your peer to finish and send you the spreadsheets you needed yesterday - though you know it's still at the bottom of their priority list. And what about your team members - you do have authority over them. So why is it so hard to get them to work together more effectively, or follow through with the change you've been pushing for months?

This program will examine influence as an equation — the result of two opposing forces. Persuasion and resistance will take a hard look at the strategies you currently use to try to influence those around you - when talking “up” to superiors or Board members, trying to engage your peers or alliance partners, and dealing with your direct reports. You will learn a menu of skills and strategies that will strengthen your working relationships and improve your ability to influence those around you.

This program will help leaders:

- Understand key mistakes we make when attempting to influence others and the elements of effective persuasion
- Identify the ways we often unintentionally create emotional resistance
- Learn practical approaches to systematically influencing others to get things done
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